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CSS3

The CSS3 grouping of features included level-3 specs for 
features from typography to selectors and backgrounds. From 
this point on, each individual CSS spec has been numbered 
individually. 

However, CSS3 is still the most common term developers use 
to define the capabilities of modern CSS. We see this across 
the web, from the way educational institutions teach CSS to 
the job requirements on resumes.









← Google search for “learn CSS”



← Google search for “learn CSS”



← Google search for “learn CSS”

~50% of the CSS images 
show the CSS3 Logo



CSS3 had still has a 
huge impact on the 

ecosystem



CSS3

Via css3.com

http://css3.com


CSS is far more powerful 
than ever — we need to 
evolve how the world talks 
about modern CSS.

CSS3 & HTML5 were a big 
improvement – we’ve come a 
long way since then.

Features have landed that 
people didn’t even think 
were possible back in 2012.

It’s time to repeat the 
tremendous success CSS3 had 
and how well it landed as a 
signpost for the web.



Geoff Graham:



Geoff Graham:

“Modern” is too 
broad–it’s 
impossible to 
describe a moment 
in time or pinpoint 
a specific meaning



Why CSS-Next?

The CSS-Next Community 
Group aims to align and 
modernize the general 
understanding of CSS in 
the wider developer 
community by labeling 
feature sets beyond the 
initial CSS3 set in an 
clear way, helping 
developers upskill their 
understanding of CSS 
across the ecosystem.



Why not use 
Baseline or the 

annual Snapshot?

- Definition updates 
regularly over time

- Same issue as “modern”
- Annual updates aren’t 

as impactful as defined 
“moments in time” (see 
ES6 vs. ES2021)



The web is evolving, we can’t keep 
returning to a 10+ year-old definition of 
“modern CSS”

“CSS” alone isn’t helpful
“Modern CSS” also lacks specific meaning

Providing levels and structured moments 
in time – even just from a marketing 
standpoint – has meaning and has clearly 
been successful

TLDR;



Goals:

1. Help developers learn CSS
2. Help educators teach CSS
3. Help employers define modern web skills
4. Help the community understand the progression 

of CSS capabilities over time

Create a shared understanding through language 
to push the web forward



Out of Scope (Non-goals)

● Affecting spec definitions. This is not a group that 
would define the working process or affect spec naming 
for formal working groups, such as the CSSWG

● Official developer documentation, e.g. MDN
● Any browser specification work - this should be conducted 

in the relevant standardization or pre-standardization 
forum (i.e. CSSWG or OpenUI)

● Defining and educating on “best practices” for developers
● Manage browser compatibility data



Scope

The CSS-Next Community Group is focusing its activities on 
three main pillars:

● Research the community’s understanding of modern CSS
● Build a shared understanding of CSS feature evolution 

since CSS3 and grouping those features into 
easily-digestible levels (such as CSS4, CSS5, etc.)

● Help educate the community about modern CSS features



CSS Level Definitions (as per CG resolution thus far)

CSS3 (~2009-2012): Level 3 CSS specs as defined by the CSSWG. (immutable)

CSS4 (~2013-2018): Essential features that were not part of CSS3 but are already a 
fundamental part of CSS.

CSS5 (~2019-2024): Newer features whose adoption is steadily growing.

CSS6 (~2025+): Early-stage features that are planned for future CSS.



Current CG Work

Pre-sort of 
features

github.com/orgs/CSS-Next/projects/1

https://github.com/orgs/CSS-Next/projects/1/views/2


Next Steps

Community pulse-check / research



Goals for CSSWG Involvement

Goals with CSSWG:

- Awareness and support of the work done (positive signal)
- General feedback
- Feedback about the pre-sorted feature sets prior to 

research prototype completion
- Join the incubation group

- Biweekly hour-long sessions on Mondays @ 8AM PT / 11AM ET / 5PM CET


